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Repellers

Personal Anti-mosquitoes
FAD-101 Electronic mosquito repellent emits a
sound that mimics the movements of the wings
of a male mosquito ready to mate.
Female mosquitoes are those that sting during
the gestation period to feed.
The sound disturbs them and after a while they
will completely avoid the protected area.
No chemicals, no poison, no smell..

Anti-plague Repeller

Moles Repeller

FAD-200 Electronic anti-plague repeller
supplied at 230VAC.
Valid for mosquitoes, flies, cockroaches,
insects, rats, and other insects.
It does not affect dogs, cats and domestic
birds.
Reach: 100 meters.
Power: 230VAC.

FAD-300 It works with battery
(not included) . Plastic material.
It sticks in the garden or orchard.
Reach: 1000 m.
It also drives away mice, shrews, snakes
and voles.

Anti-plagues 3.0 Repeller
with flash
Anti-mosquitos for Insides
FAD-102 Science shows that female
mosquitoes bite humans or animals to be
able to lay eggs.
At this moment they hate to meet male
mosquitoes.
According to this principle, the product is
designed to drive the female mosquito
imitating the sound of male mosquitoes.
It can mimic the vibration sound of the
dragonfly wing to mimicall kinds of
mosquitoes.

FAD-201 New microelectronic technology
It works intermittently and produces,
alternatively, high and low frequencies of
ultrasound.
Valid for: rats, mice, mosquitoes, ants,
cockroaches, spiders, etc.
It has 2 options: CF mode in 8 different
frequency stages (19kHZ - 100 kHz) and
CV mode with variable frequency.
Flash light incorporated that works for 60
seconds, at 5 minutes intervals. Very
effective with mice.
It is recommended to start in CF mode for a
week, and then switch to CV mode, at a
preventative level.
Reach: 100 m².
Consumption: 5w
Power Supply: 110 V- 220VCA 50/60Hz
DC5V- 1 A.
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Solar Snakes repeller
FAD-301 It includes a solar panel on top.
Plastic material for outdoors.
It sticks in the garden or orchard.
Reach: 700 m.
It also drives away mice, voles, moles and
shrews.

Electrical Fences

FAD-721 Conductive belt for horses 200 m.
Specially recommended for horse fences.
FAD-31 Electrical insects Killer.
It is an electrical system that electrocutes
all insects.
Practical, efficient, hygienic and automatic.
It generates ultraviolet light that causes all
kinds of insects to approach during the day
and night.
Low energy consumption.
It works at 230 Vac

FAD-718 Rigid insulating poster, height
1,05m.
Pack 15 units.

FAD-722 Electric shepherd from 9 to 12Vdc.
It can be powered by battery or solar panels
(20w).
Reach from 600 meters, up to a maximum of
4km, perimeter.
Ideal for enclosures of sheep, goats, cows,
pigs, bulls and horses.
FAD-719N Rigid insulating poster, height
1,56m.
Pack 15 units
FAD-712C Solar anti-mosquito repeller.
It eliminate mosquitoes by electric discharge
using the ultraviolet light that attracts them.
It has two light and power environments. White
for ambient and purple lighting to absorb the
luminosity in hours of sleep and increases
activity against mosquitoes.
It is supplied by solar energy during the day.
Solar panel included.
Easy to install and very effective.

FAD-720 250m conductor wire
Ideal for fencing sheep, goats, cows, pigs
and bulls.
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FAD-723 Electric shepherd supplied at
230 Vac. It can be powered by battery or
solar panels (20w).
Reach from 600 meters, up to a maximum
of 4km of perimeter.
Ideal for enclosures of sheep, goats, cows,
pigs, bulls and horse
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